A Focus Honoring Carol Robinson's Election to the National Academy of Sciences
We extend our congratulations to Dame Carol Robinson for her election as a foreign associate of the US National Academy of Sciences (NAS) in 2017. Carol joins an elite group of scientists, including a very small subset of mass spectrometrists who have earned this spectacular honor. This JASMS focus recognizes Carol's achievements via a collection of original articles authored by former students, past post-docs and collaborators, all who are proud of their affiliation with Carol and applaud her accomplishments.
Carol Robinson is a Professor of Chemistry at the Physical and Theoretical Chemistry Laboratory, Oxford University. Not only is she the first female full Professor of Chemistry at Oxford University but also was the first female Professor of Chemistry at the University of Cambridge prior to her move to Although her research has bridged many areas, Carol is best known for her groundbreaking work to develop and use mass spectrometry for characterization of protein structure. Carol's group focuses on gaining new insight into the interactions, structure and function of proteins, and protein complexes and most recently the challenging explorations into membrane protein complexes. She is one of the original pioneers to recognize and exploit the capabilities of mass spectrometry in the field of structural biology, in essence to decipher the three dimensional structures of proteins.
To honor Carol, this Special Focus of JASMS showcases the broad impact of mass spectrometry in the context of structural biology and protein characterization via a series of 20 papers contributed by leaders in the field, all of whose careers and
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Correspondence to: Jennifer Brodbelt; e-mail: jbrodbelt@cm.utexas.edu lives have intersected with Carol. The focus opens with a perspective by Carol which provides some historical context and highlights her interactions with the other authors that contributed original articles. A listing of the articles is as follows:
